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Sweetheart Treat Bag Kit
Real Red from the Brights Designer Paper Stack cut 2 at 4-3/8 x 5-7/8", one piece
punched with the Full Heart Punch
Whisper White one piece at 3 x 3" and 8 pieces at 3-1/4 x 5-1/4"
Real Red cut at 4-1/4 x 8", score every 1/2" and accordion fold
Real Red Stitched Ribbon 24"
Pool Partyfrom the Subtles Designer Paper Stack cut 2 at 4-3/8 x 5-7/8"
Blushing Bride cut at 3-1/8 x 5-3/8"
Pool Party cut at 3 x 5- 1/4 and emboss with the Big Shot and the Hexagon Embossing
Folder, also punch an embossed piece of pool party with the Full Heart Punch
Real Red Ink
Paper Lace Doily
Blushing Bride Chevron Ribbon, 5"
Pink Pirouette Taffeta Ribbon, 5" plus a bow
Subtles Designer Buttons
Whisper White Baker's Twine
Large Rhinestones
Hearts Framelits
Flowerful Heart stamp
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Instructions to decorate the front of the album:
1. Create the album using the video instructions.Find it here: http://youtu.be/Dh3ErjGhi3A
2. Emboss your pool party card stock with the hexagon embossing folder on the big
shot. Punch the smaller piece with the full heart punch. Punch a real red designer paper
heart as well.
3. Stamp the image from the Flowerful Heart stamp set in Real Red ink on Whisper White
card stock. Die cut this out with the heart framelits and the big shot.
4. Layer the embossed pool party mat on top of the blushing bride mat. Attach the Blushing
Bride Chevron Ribbon to the center of the pool party and attach the pink pirouette ribbon
on top of the chevron ribbon. Attach the lace paper doily to the center of these layers.
5. Layer the stamped and punched hearts on top using dimensionals. Attach all of this to
the center of the front cover. Wrap the white baker's twine 3 times around the front and
attach the pink bow below the hearts.
6. Add a large rhinestone to a pink and blue small subtles button and add these to the right
side below the hearts.
7. Enjoy!
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